The importance of fluid-structure interaction simulation for determining the mechanical stimuli of endothelial cells and atheropron regions in a coronary bifurcation
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Abstract. The function and morphology of Endothelial Cells (ECs) play a key role in atherosclerosis. The mechanical stimuli of ECs, such as Wall Shear Stress (WSS) and arterial wall strain, greatly influence the function and morphology of these cells. The present article deals with computations of these stimuli for a 3D model of a healthy coronary artery bifurcation. The focus of the study is to propose an accurate method for computations of WSS and strains. Two approaches are considered: Coupled simultaneous simulation of arterial wall and blood flow, called Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) simulation, and decoupled, which simulates each domain (fluid and solid domain) separately. The study demonstrates that the computed circumferential strains resulting from both methods are identical. However, longitudinal strain and WSS are very different from these two approaches. The resulting Time Averaged Wall Shear Stress (TAWSS) from the decoupled fluid model is always higher than the corresponding value from FSI simulation, while the Oscillatory Shear Index (OSI) from the rigid wall model is lower than the values resulting from FSI. Therefore, the decoupled simulation may underestimate the atheropron sites of the artery, which suggests that using FSI simulation for mechanical stimuli of ECs is inevitable.
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1. Introduction

Atherosclerosis is a common disease and a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide [1]. Atherosclerosis does not occur randomly in arteries. Some arteries and locations are more prone to the disease [2], and coronary artery bifurcations are the most common places for this disease [2]. There is a close relationship between atherosclerosis and the geometry of the artery [3], the mechanical properties of the arterial wall [4], the hemodynamics of blood flow [5] and the shape and morphology of Endothelial Cells (ECs) [6]. ECs, which cover the luminal surface of the arterial wall, play an important role in atherosclerosis. The shape and morphology of these cells can suggest the atheropron sites of the artery [2]. In the atheroprotected sites, ECs align and orient to the blood flow direction, while, in the atheropron regions, they show no preferential orientation [7].

There is a strong relationship between the hemodynamics of blood flow and the morphology of ECs [1,8,9]. The cells orient and align to the direction of the one-way Wall Shear Stress (WSS) [2]. This orientation does not occur in low WSS regions [10]. On the other hand, ECs orient perpendicular to the direction of cyclic stretches of the arterial wall [11-13].
Due to the temporal changes of blood pressure, the arterial wall cyclically stretches in the circumferential direction and induces the ECs to orient parallel to the artery and flow direction. Therefore, these mechanical stimuli (WSS and cyclic strains of the arterial wall) could determine the shape and morphology of ECs and suggest atheroprone regions.

There are some techniques for in vivo measurement of arterial wall strains [14-16], as well as WSS [17,18]. Due to cardiac motion, these techniques are not accurate enough for coronary arteries [19]. In addition, the available approaches for in vivo measurement of WSS do not have enough accuracy for small arteries, such as coronary arteries [17,18,20].

Due to lack of accurate methods for measuring WSS and strains, researchers use computational methods for determining these mechanical stimuli. Computational mechanical simulation of coronary arteries under realistic conditions involves some major complexities, which make it a difficult task. The coronary arteries are curved in their structure and have bifurcations. The arterial walls are flexible, and it seems that the rigid wall simulation is far from physiological conditions. The most important complexity in the simulation of coronary arteries is their dynamic curvature induced by cardiac motion during each heartbeat. This dynamic curvature could influence the mechanical stimuli of ECs. Some attempts were made to consider these complexities. Some studies [8,21,22] simulated a coronary artery considering dynamic curvature and assuming a rigid wall to compute the WSS. In other studies [1,23], the compliance of the arterial wall was considered, and Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) simulation was employed. However, the dynamic curvature of the artery was neglected. There is a lack of studies regarding coronary artery simulations, including all its features, in the literature. Besides, studies dealing with rigid wall simulation [8,21,22] do not explain the reasons for this assumption (i.e. rigid wall assumption).

On the other hand, FSI simulation studies [1,23] do not completely describe the difference between the results obtained from FSI simulations and those from rigid wall simulations.

Based on the above review, in the present study, an attempt is made to model a Left Main coronary Artery (LMA) and its branches to the Left Anterior Descending (LAD) and left circumflex (LCX) arteries under physiological conditions, and considering dynamic curvature due to cardiac motion, to study the mechanical stimuli of ECs on different regions of the artery. The study focuses on the differences between FSI simulation and decoupled simulation of domains (i.e. arterial wall and blood flow, separately), and their effect on the mechanical stimuli of ECs. The present study attempts to find out whether FSI simulation is necessary for determining the mechanical stimuli of ECs. It is obvious that if the decoupled simulation of domains has enough accuracy, simulation would be far easier and computationally more cost-effective.

2. Methods

The 3D geometry of LMA and its branches leading to LAD and LCX is reconstructed based on experimental measurements. Regarding measurements [24], the luminal diameters of these three branches is chosen as 3.8 mm, 3.1 mm and 2.9 mm, respectively. A healthy coronary arterial wall, approximately, has 1 mm thickness [25], and this thickness is included in the geometry as the arterial wall. According to previous studies [8,21,22], these branches are lying on a 25 mm radius sphere [26]. Usually, some straight segments are added to the ends of the model to mitigate the uncertainty in boundary conditions [27-29]. Based on the study of Lin et al. [30], a 27 mm straight segment is added to LMA and two 15 mm ones are added to the two other ends. The reconstructed geometry is shown in Figure 1.

Similar to previous studies [8,21,29], the effect of dynamic curvature due to cardiac motion is applied using a sinusoidal time varying function. The applied displacement, $d$, of three ends normal to the artery axis is as follows:

$$
\frac{d}{R_0} = -\delta \sin\left(\frac{2\pi t}{T}\right),
$$

where $R_0$ is the initial radius of the sphere and equal to 25 mm; $\delta$ is a parameter related to the intensity of cardiac motion and dynamic curvature; $t$ is time; and $T$ is the period of a heart cycle. For a 60 bpm heart rate, which is used in this study, it is equal to 1 s.

Usually, for FSI simulation, a combination of pressure-velocity boundary conditions is required [28]. Physiological measured velocity [31] is used as the inlet, boundary condition at the LMA inlet and physiological measured pressures [31] are used as outlet boundary conditions at LAD and LCX outlets. For the solid domain, the specified displacement of Eq. (1) is applied to the three ends of the solid model.

![Figure 1](image_url)
It is reported [32,33] that the blood in vessels with diameters larger than 1 mm shows Newtonian behavior. In the current simulation, blood is modeled as an incompressible, Newtonian fluid, with 1050 kg/m$^3$ for density [1,27,28] and 0.004 Pa.s for viscosity [1,8,9]. The arterial wall is a multilayer, anisotropic structure, but, in many simulations [23,28,34,35], it is considered an isotropic single-layer solid. Also, some studies [29,36,37] describe the mechanical properties of the arterial wall using the Mooney-Rivlin model. In the present study, the arterial wall is considered an isotropic single-layer solid using the Mooney-Rivlin model. Constants of the Mooney-Rivlin model are determined based on a stress-strain curve resulting from experimental measurement [29] of a coronary artery in the circumferential direction. The achieved strain energy density function is as follows:

$$W_D = -1.47 \times 10^7 (I_1 - 3) + 1.5478 \times 10^9 (I_2 - 3)$$
$$+ 6.4071 \times 10^4 (I_1 - 3)^2 - 1.5178$$
$$\times 10^6 (I_1 - 3)(I_2 - 3) + 9.1591$$
$$\times 10^6 (I_2 - 3)^2 + 10^7 (J - 1)^2, \quad (2)$$

where $I_1$ and $I_2$ are invariants and $J$ is the determinant of the Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. Also, the considered density for the arterial wall is 1060 kg/m$^3$ [23].

Different meshes consisting of 135000, 288000, 525000, and 968000 cells were considered for the fluid domain. For each mesh size, WSS on the myocardial and epicardial line, as well as the velocity distribution on the LAD outlet, were investigated. The grid independent study showed that the results for 525000 cells and 968000 cells were identical. Therefore, all simulations are performed using a mesh size of 525000 cells, which is adequate for this study. Different mesh sizes, with 1 to 8 layers of cells along the thickness of the arterial wall, were studied for the solid domain as well. The results showed that the computed circumferential and longitudinal strains using a mesh size with 7 layers of cells are equal to those achieved from an 8-layer mesh. So, a mesh size with 7 layers of cells along the thickness which has 230000 cells is used for all simulations. Figure 1 shows the reconstructed geometry of the present study with the generated meshes for each domain.

To study the importance of FSI simulation for computation of the mechanical stimuli of ECs, simulations are performed based on the two approaches. In the first approach, the fluid and solid domains are coupled and FSI simulation is used to simultaneously compute the experienced WSS and strains by ECs. It should be noticed that both the arterial wall (solid domain) and blood flow (fluid domain) must be solved to determine the mechanical stimuli of ECs. The second approach assumes that solid and fluid domains are decoupled and each phase is separately solved. In this approach, the fluid domain is independently solved, while the arterial wall is assumed rigid. At this stage, only WSS can be computed. To compute cyclic stretches, the solid domain is separately solved. It is obvious that both approaches can compute the mechanical stimuli of ECs. However, the decoupled simulation needs less computational effort. On the other hand, the FSI simulation has more computational cost, as well as more difficulties, which may provide more accurate results.

The governing equations for the fluid domain are Navier-Stokes and continuity equations and for the solid domain, the equilibrium equation is used. ANSYS-Structural (FEM software for the solid domain) and ANSYS-Fluent (FVM software for the fluid domain), available in ANSYS Workbench v14.5, were used for all simulations. Fluent employs an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation for moving wall problems. The SIMPLE algorithm was used for pressure-velocity coupling and the second order upwind scheme for discretization of convective terms of the momentum equations. The solid domain was simulated as a large deformation problem and a nonlinear stabilization procedure was employed for better convergence. The time step for all simulations is 0.01 sec. A personal computer with Core i7-3770 CPU (3.40 GHz) and 16.0 GB of RAM, was used for all simulations. The simulations were performed in a parallel manner with 7 core of CPU. The computational time is, on average, 31 hours for FSI simulations and 13 hours for decoupled simulations (about 9 hours for the fluid domain plus 4 hours for the solid domain).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Validation of the results

Simulations were performed using the methods described in Section 2. To validate the results of the simulations, some quantities are compared with available results in literature. Figure 2 compares the results of the present FSI simulation with previous ones. Figure 2(a) illustrates the computed blood pressure at the LMA inlet from the present study, along with the experimental measurements of Davies et al. [31], which shows good agreement between our predicted results and experimental measurements. Figure 2(b) demonstrates the temporal variation of maximum WSS in the artery from our simulation results and is compared with simulation results obtained by Malvè et al. [28]. These two results show the same trends and close values. Boundary conditions in our simulation and that of the Malvè et al. [28] simulation are the same. However, the
geometry and mechanical properties of the arterial wall are different, which creates a responsibility for some discrepancies between results. The maximum average circumferential strain is another important mechanical stimulus, which is computed in the current study. The computed value in the present simulation (for both FSI and decoupled simulations) is 5.4% for LMA, which is in agreement with 4 ± 1.8% measured by Ding and Friedman [26] and 5% reported by Qin and Tarbell [38]. Following these validations, the simulations could be performed and the results could be investigated. The mechanical stimuli of ECs are WSS and cyclic strains in longitudinal and circumferential directions, which are separately presented in this section. For accurate investigation of the results, 21 locations on the arterial wall are considered and mechanical stimuli of ECs in these regions are studied. These locations are chosen in such a way that different segments and behaviors of the mechanical stimuli of ECs would be covered. The locations are shown in Figure 3 on the coronary artery model.

Figure 2. Validation of the results: (a) Comparison of computed blood pressure (in mmHg) at LMA inlet with experimental measurements of Davies et al. [31]; and (b) comparison of computed maximum average circumferential stress (in Pa) of LMA with results obtained by Malvè et al. [28].

3.2. Cyclic stretches
Cyclic stretches of the arterial wall which are exerted on ECs may influence the cell functions. These stretches in two directions are important: circumferential and longitudinal. Circumferential strains induce the ECs to orient and align parallel to the blood flow, while longitudinal strains induce the cells to orient and align perpendicular to the blood flow [11-13]. Therefore, these mechanical stimuli are a concern of interest. As stated above, strains could be computed using FSI simulation or decoupled simulation for the solid domain. For the latter approach, blood pressure can be used as the boundary condition on the luminal surface of the arterial wall. In FSI simulation, the data that is transferred from the fluid to the solid domain is the stress vector on the wall in each node. Using hydrostatic blood pressure as the boundary condition on the luminal surface of the artery instead of the stress tensor may introduce some errors. However, since shear stresses are some orders of magnitude smaller than hydrostatic blood pressure, this approximation seems reasonable. In the next step, the temporal and spatial variations of blood pressure as the boundary condition should be determined. Figure 4 shows the pressure distribution on the luminal surface of the arterial surface, which is computed from FSI simulation at two instances of heart cycle corresponding to minimum blood pressure (Figure 4(a)) and maximum blood pressure (Figure 4(b)). Figure 4 demonstrates that the spatial variation of blood pressure at each time is
that the effect of WSS resulted from blood flow is important on the longitudinal strain. These WSSs are neglected in the decoupled solid simulation and the blood pressure boundary condition of this simulation cannot apply this effect to the solid domain. On the other hand, the effect of hydrostatic blood pressure on the circumferential strain of the endothelium is far more than the effect of WSS. Therefore, the decoupled solid simulation from the fluid domain can accurately compute the circumferential strain of the arterial wall and endothelium, and is more computationally cost-effective than FSI simulation. Nevertheless, for longitudinal strain, the error in the decoupled solid simulation is too large, so, using the FSI simulation is necessary in this case.

Table 1 also shows that considering dynamic curvature can increase the longitudinal strain of ECs, which induces their inappropriate orientation. Locations such as K, L and M, which have high longitudinal strain, might be prone to atherosclerosis.

3.3. Wall shear stresses

The WSS, as an important mechanical stimulus of ECs, is presented in this sub-section. This parameter is computed from two approaches: FSI simulation and decoupled fluid domain simulation. The results of these approaches are compared to investigate the effects of FSI simulation. Figure 5 shows the effect of wall flexibility on the WSS variation of some indicated locations on Figure 3. It can be seen that for all shown locations in Figure 5, the minimum WSS in the heart cycle that resulted from FSI simulation (compliant wall model) is less than the corresponding value in the rigid wall simulation. The effects of the compliant wall model on the maximum WSS in the heart cycle are not identical for all locations. For locations D, G and N (Figure 5(a), (b) and (d)), the maximum WSS that resulted from rigid wall simulation is larger than the corresponding value of FSI simulation. However, this trend for locations I and T (Figure 5(c) and (e)) is reverse, i.e. the maximum WSS for these two locations that resulted from rigid wall simulation is larger than FSI simulation, and, finally, this value for location U (Figure 5(f)) is the same for the two models. In addition, Figure 5 shows that the effect of wall compliancy is stronger than the dynamic curvature of the artery due to cardiac motion.

For a more accurate and quantitative investigation of the mechanical stimuli of ECs and their effects on functions of these cells, some other parameters may be introduced. Time Averaged Wall Shear Stress (TAWSS) and the Oscillatory Shear Index (OSI) are important parameters related to WSS for studying the mechanical stimuli of ECs and atherosclerosis, which are defined in Eqs. (3) and (4) [139]:

![Figure 4. Hydrostatic blood pressure distribution (in Pa) at instants (a) $t = 0.1T$, and (b) $t = 0.4T$.](image-url)
Table 1. Comparison of longitudinal and circumferential strains (in %) for different simulation methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Without dynamic curvature</th>
<th>With dynamic curvature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FSI⁺</td>
<td>Solid++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁺⁺: Fluid-structure simulation;
++: Solid simulation decoupled from fluid domain;
*: Circumferential strain;
**: Longitudinal strain.

\[
TAWSS = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T |\tau| \, dt, \tag{3}
\]
\[
OSI = 0.5 \left( 1 - \frac{\int_0^T |\tau| \, dt}{\int_0^T \int_0^T |\tau| \, dt} \right), \tag{4}
\]

where \(\tau\) is the WSS vector and \(T\) is the period of a heart cycle. Regions with low TAWSS and high OSI are known as atheroprone sites. TAWSS smaller than 0.5 Pa and OSI larger than 0.2 could be an approximate border for atherosclerosis [40]. Table 2 shows, in detail, these parameters for different cases. These cases include considering the dynamic curvature of the artery due to cardiac motion (\(\delta = 0.2\) in Eq. (1)) and neglecting this effect. The simulations for each are performed using FSI simulation and the decoupled fluid model. The results of Table 2 demonstrate that neglecting wall compliancy (decoupled fluid simulation) in both conditions (i.e. with and without dynamic curvature) may overestimate the TAWSS on ECs up to 88%, compared to FSI simulation. However, TAWSS for locations lying on straight segments like R, F, J, and K are nearly equal for FSI and rigid wall simulations (with up to 15% difference). On the other hand, the predicted values of OSI, in the case of neglecting the dynamic curvature of the artery, from decoupled fluid simulation, are up to 91% lower than those resulted from FSI simulation. This error, in cases of considering dynamic curvature, is 78%. Therefore, since the TAWSS in the decoupled fluid simulation is higher than FSI, and OSI in the decoupled fluid simulation is lower than FSI, the rigid wall assumption may suggest that some regions, which are prone to the disease, are atheroprotected. In addition, Table 2 shows that the most critical locations are T and U, which are placed on the myocardial side of the bifurcation. Location T has lower TAWSS and higher OSI, while, for location U, TAWSS is higher, OSI is lower, and both values for both locations are in the critical range.
Figure 5. Effect of elastic or rigid wall simulation on WSS variations (in Pa) in a heart cycle for (a) location D, (b) location G, (c) location I, (d) location N, (e) location T, and (f) location U.

4. Conclusion

In the present study, the bifurcation of LMA to LAD and LCX was simulated using FSI and decoupled simulation of each domain to determine the mechanical stimuli of ECs (wall shear stress and strains in circumferential and longitudinal directions). The idealized 3D model of the artery was reconstructed based on the experimental measurements of the coronary arteries. This geometry is a simplification of the real geometry. Although the model reconstructed based on CT images is usually more accurate than those of the ideal, special attention should be paid in cases of FSI simulations. The CT images are captured in a pressurized state (when blood pressure exists inside the artery); however, the structural analysis for solids must be initiated from the zero-stress state (the configuration without any structural stresses). Therefore, using CT images for FSI simulations could create large errors in results. Recently, Vavourakis et al. [41] presented an approach for reconstructing a geometry in the zero-stress state from pressurized CT images. However, still, many studies mistakenly used the models reconstructed from CT images in their FSI simulations without any corrections. The physiological pressure and flow velocities were used as the boundary conditions. In addition,
the dynamic curvature of the artery due to cardiac motion was applied to the model. The article focused on investigating the importance of FSI simulation for determining the mechanical stimuli of ECs. Two approaches were used for this study: FSI simulation which solves the solid (arterial wall) and fluid (blood flow) domains in a coupled manner, and decoupled simulation which solves each domain separately. The former may have higher accuracy and more computational cost, while the latter is simpler and computationally more cost-effective, but is less accurate. The WSS and circumferential and longitudinal strains were computed using both methods. The results indicated that the decoupled solid simulation using blood pressure as the inside boundary condition can accurately predict the circumferential strain as FSI simulation. However, this kind of simulation failed to accurately compute the longitudinal strains and could induce up to 134% error. On the other hand, the decoupled fluid domain simulation may make 90% error in predicting TAWSS and OSI. The computed value of TAWSS from fluid domain simulation, which is equivalent to rigid wall simulation, is higher than the compliant model (FSI simulation), while the values of OSI from decoupled fluid simulation is lower than the corresponding value achieved from FSI simulation. Therefore, the rigid wall model can miss some atherocorplse sites. These results conclude that FSI simulation is inevitable for computation of the mechanical stimuli of ECs, and the decoupled simulations of each phase could greatly influence the results. However, for some problems that are commonly seen in the literature, such as wall shear stress computation in arteries without bifurcation, the rigid wall simulation is adequate. In addition, for circumferential strain computation in arterial walls, the decoupled solid simulation works adequately. For these problems, FSI simulation is not only unnecessary, but is simply a time- and cost-consuming task.
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